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How does gold stack up compared to shares like CBA, CSL
and the ASX?; Is it too late to hedge your offshore
investments? 

I concede those who have bought gold since Donald Trump starting spooking the world with a trade
war with China have done well. But let me see if I can convince the latent gold bug inside you that
there are better investments than gold by comparing the glittery stuff to a number of blue chip stocks.  

And in his article today, with the Aussie dollar surge making headlines last week, Paul Rickard
answers three questions: Should you hedge? How can you hedge? Is it too late to hedge? 

    Sincerely,

 
  Peter Switzer
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How does gold stack up compared to shares
like CBA, CSL and the ASX?
by Peter Switzer

 
Let me make an admission. I have never bought gold
and don’t think I ever will. I concede those who have
bought it ever since Donald Trump starting
spooking the world with a trade war with China have
done well. 

The US President announced his intention to impose
a 25% tariff on steel and a 10% tariff on aluminium
imports on March 1, 2018. In a tweet the next day,
Trump asserted, “Trade wars are good, and easy to
win.” On March 8, he signed an order to impose the
tariffs effective after 15 days. 

This hurt the stock market, as the following chart
shows. 

S&P/ASX 200 

 

It took until August 2018 to prove Trump meant
business but when it was clear that this was serious,
stocks fell nearly 20%. Gold took off, and the gold
bugs really thought their wait was worth it.  

 

So let’s look at the wait and then compare how you
might have gone being a gold investor/speculator
against alternative ‘gold’ investment alternatives,
such as CBA, CSL and say the ASX. 

To make a meaningful comparison, I’ve decided on a
starting date of 16 March 2009, as this was when the
stock market was starting to recover from
the GFC and gold was taking off. 

The period 2009-2011 had a lot of uncertainty and the
US even lost its AAA-credit rating, so it was a good
time for gold speculation. However, from 2012, belief
in the US recovery and the success of the Fed’s
stimulus programmes eventually helped stocks, at
gold’s expense. 

The price of gold got around $US1,900 an ounce in
August 2011, then fell to about $US1,200 in 2015.
Then it went up and down sideways until the trade
war kicked in. 

Obviously, if you bought in 2005 at $US400, then
today’s high price would make you happy that you
stuck solid with the yellow bar. But let’s compare
how you did if you opted for gold over shares like
CBA, CSL and the ASX. 
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On 16 March 2009, CBA was around $31. If you’d
opted for the bank over gold, your capital gain up until
today (with the stock at $73) would’ve been 132%.
Using the gold price of $US916 and using $1,900 for
today’s price, that would have been a 107% gain. In
contrast, the ASX stock, which went from $28.55 in
March 2009 to $83.50 today, was a gain of 192%! 

But wait, there’s more. 

Both CBA and the ASX are big dividend deliverers,
while gold gives nothing but capital gain or loss, and
peace of mind for those who fear Armageddon. 

Anyone who bought CBA in 2009 for $31, last year
had a yield of 13% on average before franking! Of
course, that’s because you bought at $31 but it says
a golden company, such as CBA, will not only hold its
own (capital gain-wise) but while you’re waiting for it,
you can be pocketing some great income. Gold, on
the other hand, is a waiting game. 

For the ASX stock, the dividend yield went from 5.7%
in 2009 to 13.2% last year. There’s something
appealing about quality companies that pay
dividends, which are bought when markets are
nervous, like they are today. 

And if I haven’t convinced gold bugs that there are
better investments than gold, let’s look at a stock that
doesn’t pay much in the way of dividends — CSL. 

Over the same timeframe (2009 to today), the capital
gain was around 730% compared to gold at 107%. 

But wait, there’s more. 

If you bought CSL on 16 March 2009, you would’ve
paid $32 and based in the 2019 dividend of $2.65,
your dividend yield was 8.2%! 

I’m not saying gold is a bad investment. And I’m not
saying that it doesn’t have some good safety
functions. But you do have to time it and you can wait
a long time for a return. And while you wait, you don’t
get dividends. 

For the ‘Nervous Nellie’, who lives on $80,000 a year,
holding gold for a bad year when the
stock market crashed could be an optional play. But

up against quality companies, it lacks the annual
income and can even be clobbered on a capital gain
basis. 

Sure, the short-term player can get a quick buck. But
if that was you in 2012, you’ve had to wait eight
years with no income to see the gold price back to the
$US1,900 mark. That’s a long wait if you really went
too long gold. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Is it too late to hedge your offshore
investments?
by Paul Rickard

 
The Aussie dollar’s pandemic surge, from a low of 57
cents on March 23 to over 71 US cents last week,
has driven a flood of interest in hedging, that is,
eliminating the currency risk from overseas
exposures in shares, fixed interest and infrastructure.
Let’s look at three questions: 

1.  Should I hedge?
2.  How can I hedge?
3.  Is it too late?

Should I hedge? 

There is no right or wrong answer to this question and
the evidence is mixed. 

Starting with the currency first, the chart below from
the Reserve Bank shows the Australian dollar against
the US dollar (red), Yen (orange) and Euro (blue)
over the last 36 years. The following observations
could be drawn: 

a) The Aussie dollar appears to be in a long term
down trend. This suggests that hedged exposures
aren’t needed; 

b) The time spent below 60 US cents has been very
brief (5occasions, including March 2020). Hedging in
the50s/60s might make sense; 

c) It also hasn’t had too many occasions over 80 US
cents but did spend 5 years above this level from
2009 to 2014. Perhaps this is an upside level where
hedges are taken off.

 

Next, the performance data. According to Chant
West, unhedged international share exposures have
beaten hedged international share exposures over
each of the following periods: 1 year, 3 years, 5
years, 7 years, 10 years and 15 years. 

 

This data is to 30 June 2020 and is based on the
standard international benchmarks. Over 15 years,
the gap has narrowed to a difference of 0.7% pa. This
reflects in part that hedging is not costless, and
further, that the Aussie dollar was lower on 30 June
2020 than it was on 30 June 2005. If the period was
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20 years, it might marginally favour a hedged
strategy. 

Finally, several active equity managers who don’t
hedge argue that currencies tend to even out over
time. There is also a view that hedging actually
leads to a higher volatility of returns. This is because
the Aussie dollar is a “risk on” currency and gets
sold off when global risk appetite is weak and share
markets are falling (as happened in February), and
gets purchased and rises when the risk appetite
improves and global share markets rise (as has been
happening from March 23). Somewhat perversely,
hedging increases risk rather than reduces it. 

How can I hedge? 

Unless you have millions of dollars to invest and
arrangements in place with your bank, practically
speaking, you can’t hedge your currency exposures.
However, you can invest in currency hedged products
(funds) and depending on the product, switch from an
unhedged version to a currency hedged version (or
vice versa). 

Many of the index tracking exchange traded funds
(ETFs) offer currency hedged versions. For example,
the biggest international shares ETF listed on the
ASX, iShares IVV (which tracks the US S&P 500
index) offers a currency hedged version called IHVV.
If you hold IVV and want the currency hedged
version, you will need to sell IVV and buy IHVV. Apart
from marginally higher management fees in IHVV (to
help cover the costs of hedging), the products are
otherwise identical. 

Picking up on the demand for ‘hedged’ product, ETF
provider Betashares launched three new currency
hedged funds last week:  

1. HNDQ, which tracks the NASDAQ 100
2. HQLT, which tracks an index of 150 global

companies ranked by ‘quality’, and 
3. HETH, which tracks a NASDAQ index of

future global sustainability leaders.

Of the active managers, Magellan offers a currency
hedged version of its core Magellan Global Equities
Fund, MGE. This trades under the ASX code of
MHG. 

The table below shows unhedged and currency
hedged versions for the major ETFs and ASX quoted
active managed funds. 

 

In the fixed interest area, several ETF providers offer
as standard hedged products (which give access to
credit and volatility risk, but not foreign exchange
risk). VIF (Vanguard International Fixed Interest Index
Fund) and VCF (Vanguard International Credit
Securities Index Fund) are automatically hedged back
into Australian dollars. iShares also has two hedged
ETFS: IHCB (iShares Core Global Corporate Bond)
and IHHY (iShares Global High Yield Bond). 

Is it too late to hedge? 

My sense is that investors sometimes make too big
an issue of currency risk and that it goes with the
territory of investing offshore. You can’t eliminate
price risk on the security, so why would you want to
eliminate currency risk? 

The evidence to hedge is not strong, as bourne out
by the performance data and the behaviour of
the Aussie dollar when “crises” hit. Further, I think
the long term downtrend is in place. 

Bottom line: I am a “hedge in the 60s” and “take the
hedge off in the 80s” type of investor. At 71c, I am a
touch ambivalent. 

Interestingly, Michael Knox, the Chief Economist at
Morgans, is very bullish on the Aussie dollar. He
thinks that 2020 is shaping up as a replay of 2010
when the US Government deficit blew out and
borrowing (the issue of US Treasury bonds) surged.
This led to a weakening in the US dollar and an
increase in commodity prices (which are denominated
in US dollars). To quote Michael: “I would be
surprised if the Aussie dollar didn’t get into the 80s”.
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You can watch Peter’s interview with Michael on
tonight’s episode of SwitzerTV: Investing at 8pm
on our Youtube channel Switzer Financial Group. 

Taking Michael’s view into account, I don’t
think you’re too late. But there will come a point
where the additional costs of hedging work against
the long term returns of running a hedged portfolio. 

Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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6 promising uranium stocks on the ASX
by James Dunn

 
Australia’s complicated relationship with uranium has
not been a subject of great interest for investors in
recent years, with the price of the commodity in the
doldrums. 

Uranium has been a crazy market so far this century.
In 2000, the price was languishing at US$7 a pound,
but by 2007, the spot price hit US$138 a pound.
Everything was going swimmingly until the
earthquake/tsunami disaster that massively damaged
the Fukushima nuclear power plant in March
2011. Japan closed its reactor fleet, and several
countries abandoned plans to build nuclear plants,
sending the uranium price from US$75 a pound on a
one-way ticket to US$18 a pound. 

But in any commodity, the cure for low prices –
eventually – is low prices. Uranium is heading
inexorably into a major supply shortage, as demand
grows again, on the back of concerns about the
carbon-dioxide emissions from fossil fuels. Nuclear
energy is, right now if viewed objectively, seen as the
only realistic zero-emissions source of baseload
power, if fossil-fuels are excluded – although it is not
seen that way in Australia, at present, anyway. 

That is why, as at April, there were, around the world,
54 nuclear reactors being built, 111 planned, and 328
proposed – to add to the 441 reactors already in
operation. ASX-listed uranium project developer
Bannerman Resources (BMN) says 20 new nuclear
power plants are scheduled to connect to the
electricity grid between now and April 2021. 

Add that to the COVID-induced shutdowns of major
producers such as Cigar Lake in Canada (the world’s
biggest uranium mine) as well as
the Rössing and Husab mines in Namibia, and
Kazatomprom’s mines
in Kazakhstan. You have demand starting to, firstly,

bring down the high inventory levels that have
overhung the market for years, and secondly, open
up room for the uranium price to rise. 

Starting the year at US$24.85 a pound, the uranium
price eased to US$24 by March, but the shutdowns
have put a rocket under it. Uranium touched US$34 in
May – a four-year high – and more importantly,
analysts see it as having legs beyond the COVID
tailwind, as demand regrows. 

Earlier this month, for example, the China Nuclear
Energy Association (CNEA) stated that China will
build six to eight nuclear reactors a year between
2020 and 2025 and raise total capacity to 70
gigawatts (GW), up 43.5% compared to the end of
May. The CNEA said the country’s total installed
nuclear capacity is expected to stand at 52GW by the
end of 2020, falling short of a 58GW target. 

John Borshoff, CEO at ASX-listed uranium company
Deep Yellow (DYL), says the shortage is clearly
identifiable by 2023, but that the sector is ill-prepared
to supply looming shortage in time. He says there
won’t be significant new mining development without
a substantial and sustained shift in the uranium price
to a minimum of US$60 a pound. There are clear
implications for the price to overshoot the forecast
US$60 a pound to US$70 a pound “incentive price”
levels, once the extent of the shortage is realised by
the industry. 

Last month, Australia’s commodity forecaster, the
Department of Industry, Science, Energy and
Resources, projected an average uranium price of
US$28 a pound for FY20, rising to US$38 a pound in
FY21 and to US$47 a pound in FY22. That is starting
to get close to the figure seen widely as the
incremental cost of production – about $50 a pound. 
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Australia is the third largest uranium producer,
exporting 7,270 tonnes in FY20, worth $650
million and Australia also has the largest resources in
the world. Price growth is expected to push the value
of Australia’s uranium exports to $747 million by
FY22. But Australian production is set to decline from
2021 due to the closure of ERA’s Ranger mine,
scheduled for January 2021. This will leave Australia
with two operating mines: Olympic Dam and Four
Mile, both in South Australia. 

BHP is a significant producer of uranium at Olympic
Dam, but it is very much the commodity that dare not
speak its name in the company’s annual report. You
don’t invest in BHP for uranium exposure. Uranium is
a by-product of the copper, gold and silver mined
underground at Olympic Dam. In FY19, BHP
produced at Olympic Dam 3,565 tonnes of payable
metal in concentrate, a 6% lift on FY18. ERA is
closing at Ranger; while Four Mile is mined
by Heathgate Resources, owned by US company
General Atomics. 

So where else can Australian investors look? 

In fact, there is a plethora of potential uranium
exposures on the ASX. But I think the most promising
of them are the following group: 

1. Boss Resources (BOE, 6.4 cents)

Analysts’ consensus price target: 9.5 cents 

One of only four companies with an Australian
uranium export permit, Boss Resources plans to
restart the Honeymoon mine in South Australia, which
has been on care and maintenance for several years.
Honeymoon was mothballed by its Canadian owner,
Uranium One, in 2013, because of low prices. Boss
bought the operation in 2015 and has progressed it
through scoping and feasibility studies to operational
readiness and planning, and is ready to restart the
project quite quickly. Importantly, Boss says
Honeymoon will produce at a cost of US$32 a pound.
With a recent resource upgrade to 24 million tonnes,
at a grade of 660 parts per million of uranium (giving
36 million tonnes of contained uranium), and a
“conceptual exploration target” of 32–38 million
tonnes, Boss says Honeymoon is one of the few
uranium projects worldwide positioned to participate
in the early stages of a new bull market. Boss surged
20% in mid-July, when uranium stocks were
heartened by the inclusion of nuclear power in US
Presidential candidate Joe Biden’s US$2 Trillion
Climate Change policy. 

 2. Paladin Energy (PDN, 13 cents)

Analysts’ consensus price target: 25.7 cents 

Paladin owns 75% of the Langer Heinrich Mine in
Namibia, with a subsidiary of China National Nuclear
Corporation (CNNC), Overseas Uranium Holdings,
owning the balance. Langer Heinrich – one of the
world largest known uranium deposits – began
operations in 2007, and until the partners closed it in
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2018 because of poor uranium prices, it had
produced and sold more than 43 million pounds of
U3O8. 

Paladin plans to bring Langer Heinrich back into
production to capitalise on stronger uranium prices.
The company has completed the Restart Plan, which
is based on a US$81 million ($114 million) cost to
bring the mine back into production. The life-of-mine
plan has shown three phases:  

1. The ramp-up, which will last for one year 
2. Mining, which is expected to last around

seven years, and 
3. The stockpile phase, which will run for about

nine years.  

Paladin says peak production would be 5.9 million
pounds of U3O8 a year, for seven years – and at a
miserly cash cost of production, of US$27 a pound,
over the life-of-mine. 

The company says a major plus for it is that potential
customers know the Langer Heinrich product, which
was aligned to feedstock specifications of its major
customers. In ten years of operation, Langer Heinrich
never missed a shipment or had a shipment rejected. 

Partner CNNC will take 25% of annual production at
the prevailing spot price; Paladin believes that selling
the remaining 75% will give it upside exposure to
uranium prices. There is also potential to extract and
sell vanadium at Langer Heinrich. 

While using stockpiled material during the ramp-up
phase in the first year will reduce the start-up risk,
Paladin has not yet given firm details of when it will
officially push the re-start button. 

3. Peninsula Energy (PEN, 6.8 cents)

Analysts’ consensus price target: 20.2 cents 

 

Peninsula is a producer of uranium, from its wholly
owned Lance Projects in Wyoming, in the US.
Peninsula has in place delivery obligations under
sales and purchase agreements through to 2030: it
will deliver 525,000 pounds of U3O8 into existing
term contracts over the next 18 months, which the
company says will generate about US$9 million
($12.7 million) in net cash margin at current uranium
spot prices. 

PEN’s contract book set to be further enhanced by
US Department of Energy (DOE) uranium buying
programme recommended by the Nuclear Fuel
Working Group (NFWG) and budgeted by the
President at US$150 million ($211.3 million) a year:
PEN says it is the only ASX-listed uranium company
capable of benefiting from a US-sourced buying
program to establish a uranium strategic reserve. 

 4. Deep Yellow (DYL, 24.5 cents)

Analysts’ consensus price target: n/a 

 

Deep Yellow holds a portfolio of ground in Namibia –
in the same region as Langer Heinrich – that are
highly promising for uranium. The latest drilling
results from its Nova joint venture (39.5% Deep
Yellow, 39.5% Japan Oil, Gas & Metals National
Corporation, a Japanese Government Agency, 15%
Toro Energy and 6% Sixzone Investments) were
particularly exciting, with one intersection returning a
maximum grade of 736 parts per million eU3O8: to
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put that in context, the neighbouring Langer Heinrich
mine has a resource grade of 445ppm U3O8. 

The Barking Gecko prospect – also in Nova – has
also yielded encouraging results, including one
intercept grading 305ppm eU3O8. At its wholly owned
Reptile/Tumas project nearby, Deep Yellow has
defined a current resource of 45.1 million pounds of
U3O8, grading 420 ppm U3O8. In total, the
company’s Namibian resources amount to 156.6
million pounds of U308, grading 320 ppm. The
exploration program is targeting an additional 125
million pounds–150 million pounds U308, in the grade
range of 300 ppm–500ppm U308. 

While it develops the Namibian projects into what it
says will be a low cost, tier-one uranium producer,
Deep Yellow also intends to build-up a multi-project,
global uranium platform through participating in
consolidation through M&A activity, in a
counter-cyclical market. Taking advantage of the
depressed nature of the sector, DYL says it is
focused on acquiring up to three projects to establish
a pipeline for development from 2023–2030. It is
assessing a pool of six to eight targeted projects. If its
acquisition program – expected to kick off this year –
goes as planned, DYL expects ultimately to have a
low-cost, multi-platform global uranium portfolio
delivering 5 million–10 million pounds a year.  

5. Bannerman Resources (BMN, 3.9 cents)

Analysts’ consensus price target: n/a 

Bannerman Resources has resumed testwork at its
95%-owned Etango project in Namibia, as part of an
updated definitive feasibility study (DFS). Bannerman
says Etango is the largest unaligned uranium project
with a DFS and will be a world top ten producer once
developed. It is a large-scale, advanced uranium
project that is ideally positioned as the market
continues to improve. 

Based on the DFS, production at Etango is expected
to be 7 million pounds–9 million pounds U3O8 per
year for the first five years and 6 million pounds–8
million pounds a year thereafter. Etango will have a
minimum mine life of 16 years, with significant
expansion potential through the conversion of existing
inferred resource, as well as the deposit being open
at depth and along strike. 

6. Tribeca Global Natural Resources Limited
(TGF, $1.20)

 

Investors who want an exposure to uranium within a
more diversified resources portfolio could look at
listed resources investment fund Tribeca Global
Natural Resources Limited (TGF). The fund has just
over 16% of its portfolio invested in uranium, its
third-largest exposure by commodity, behind base
metals (22%) and precious metals (20%). TGF’s
ASX-listed holdings are Paladin Energy, Boss
Resources, Peninsula Energy and Bannerman
Resources. 
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Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regard to your
circumstances. 
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Buy, Hold, Sell – What the Brokers Say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck

 
A pattern of downgrades over the last month was
re-established this week for individual ASX-listed
stocks. For the week ending Friday 24 July 2020,
FNArena registered 9 upgrades
versus 20 downgrades. Of
the 20 downgrades, 10 moved to a direct sell and 4 of
those 10 related to gold shares. 

BHP Group received 2 downgrades, one to align with
recent share price strength and the other due to lower
production concerns. On a positive
note, Helloworld received 2 upgrades to a Buy, after a
recent capital raising and a potential lift in earnings
once the lockdown is over. 

OZ Minerals and Alumina Ltd led the largest
percentage positive upgrades to earnings, while
BlueScope Steel was third with reported earnings well
ahead of consensus broker forecasts.  

Covid-19 headwinds ensured that QBE Insurance
Group received the largest negative forecast earnings
revision from broking analysts, while Cooper Energy
was second on the list after reporting weak quarterly
production and lower guidance for the 2021 financial
year. 

Total Buy ratings for the 7 brokers monitored daily
remains high at 49.18% of total ratings, versus
39.83% on Neutral/Hold, and 10.99% in Sell ratings. 

In the good books 

NANOSONICS LIMITED (NAN) was upgraded to
Add from Hold by Morgans B/H/S: 2/0/1 

Even though the August profit release may cause
some price weakness, Morgans prefers to get in early
with an upgrade to Add, given the share price is -10%
below the broker’s target price of $6.92. The

post-result weakness may arise from limited hospital
access in the last few months. Nanosonics has a
technology platform that is highly regarded and
Trophon 2, the current product offering, is soon to be
expanded with the release of a new technology
platform. The timing of the release remains uncertain.
Morgans believes high level disinfection will continue
to be a long-term thematic. Rating is upgraded to Add
from Hold. The target price is $6.92. 

 

RESOLUTE MINING LIMITED (RSG) was upgraded
to Outperform from Underperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 2/0/0 

On Monday Macquarie was awaiting more detail on
the Syama Sulphides ramp-up, which is key to
deleveraging, while retaining Underperform.
Yesterday’s quarterly report showed performance
roughly in line with expectations, with production
beating but costs missing. Most importantly, Syama
Sulphides showed positive processing momentum
and the broker now feels more comfortable in the
operations’ longer term outlook. This results in a
double-upgrade to Outperform from Underperform.
Target rises to $1.60 from $1.05. 
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STOCKLAND (SGP) was upgraded to Neutral from
Sell by Citi B/H/S: 2/4/0 

Upgrade to Neutral from Sell as Citi analysts have
updated estimates to reflect higher than previously
expected impact of Homebuilder, along with state
based stimulus, to land sale volumes. Citi analysts
have increased residential volumes for FY20/FY21.
They lowered estimated volumes in future years
given they also believe Homebuilder will pull forward
demand. EPS estimates increase 1.4% and 3.4% in
FY20 and FY21, and decline -0.5% in FY22. The
broker’s price target declines to $3.16 from $3.21. 

In the not-so-good books 

COOPER ENERGY LIMITED (COE) was
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by
Macquarie B/H/S: 2/2/0 

Cooper Energy has released a weaker-than-expected
FY21 guidance and Macquarie blames the Otway
shutdown, as well as Cooper declines and an
uncertain outlook for the Sole project. In light of a
resilient share price, combined with Sole uncertainty,
Macquarie thinks the safer option is to downgrade to
Neutral from Outperform. Target price has fallen to
44c from 55c. Estimates have been scaled back and
EPS is now expected to return into the black in FY22
instead of the previously forecasted FY21. 

 

EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED (EVN) was
downgraded to Neutral from Outperform by Credit
Suisse and to Underperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 0/2/5 

Evolution Mining’s June quarter production stands at
218koz with high free cash flows. The company has
not provided any explicit guidance except for Cowal
which is lower than expected. For Red Lake, the
broker reports management indicated it will be
focusing on long term establishment but did not go
into specifics. Credit Suisse downgrades its rating to
Neutral from Outperform with the target price
increasing to $6 from $5.45. 

It is Macquarie’s view that Evolution Mining finished
FY20 with strong momentum, supported by cost
discipline and buoyant metal prices. Cash flow came
in at a record. Plus the maiden reserve at Cowal
proved ahead of schedule, opening up the possibility
of an early start to mining, but the grade is marginally
below expectation. Macquarie, however, does not
think current strong momentum can be maintained.
On that basis, the rating is being downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral. Target price $5.20
(-20c). 

MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED (MFG)
was downgraded to Underperform from Neutral
by Macquarie B/H/S: 0/5/2 

Magellan Financial delivered $779bn of inflows in the
June quarter which by its standards, Macquarie
notes, was a quiet quarter. Market performance
added back half of assets under management value
lost in the prior quarter. The positive surprise were
$39m in performance fees. The stock now trades on
a 25x forward PE, which is 52% above peers. Hence
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on a valuation basis, the broker downgrades to
Underperform from Neutral. Target rises to $57.50
from $50.00. 

NORTHERN STAR RESOURCES LTD (NST) was
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral by
Macquarie and to Neutral from Outperform by
Credit Suisse B/H/S: 0/3/2 

Northern Star’s pre-release market update revealed
virus impacts at Pogo and an overall higher level of
all-in operational costs, but Macquarie points out
management still remains confident in its Australian
mines given it paid down $200m in debt. For now,
Macquarie downgrades to Underperform from
Neutral, also because the share price has run hard,
but the analysts are keen to find out management’s
guidance for FY21 in August, as well as the FY20
result itself. Target $14 (-50c). 

Northern Star Resources pre-disclosed quarterly
production of 267koz, which is 30% of FY20’s
905koz. Credit Suisse considers the result a strong
finish to the year. Jundee’s performance coupled with
high group free cash flows were the highlights, notes
the broker. Mining rates at KCGM accelerated and
the broker awaits management’s commentary for its
longer-term strategy (due later in 2020). The broker
makes no structural changes to its Pogo investment
thesis but does expect a more negative impact than
expected on FY21 production. Kalgoorlie is facing
issues due to grade decline and there is no clear path
for improvement. No guidance has been provided but
management indicated limited growth at Pogo with
productivity still constrained due to covid-19
measures. Credit Suisse downgrades its rating to
Neutral from Outperform with the target price
increasing to $16 from $14.70. 

OZ MINERALS LIMITED (OZL) was downgraded to
Hold from Add by Morgans B/H/S: 5/1/1 

2020 guidance for OZ Minerals’ copper production
was lifted by 6% with gold guidance rising by 8%.
AISC costs have been lowered materially, reports
Morgans. The upgrade has been driven by pricing
tailwinds, faster than expected ramp-up at
Carrapateena and strong execution, lists the broker.
Led by the new guidance and the strong rebound in
copper prices, the broker also upgrades its 2020-22

operating income forecasts by 9-17%. While the
company enjoys pricing tailwinds, it is trading at a
premium to Morgans’ valuation, compelling the
broker to downgrade its rating to Hold from Add. The
target price increases to $12.05 from $10.65. 

QBE INSURANCE GROUP LIMITED (QBE) was
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral by
Macquarie B/H/S: 6/0/1 

Ongoing reserve strengthening in the US and a lack
of correlation between QBE Insurance’s
definition of attritional claims ratios and group
earnings reinforce Macquarie’s concerns that large
portions of the group remain non-core to QBE’s
underlying business. Management has provided more
detail on covid losses and first half income. Investors
continue to focus on pricing and attritional claims
momentum, but the broker believes another
group-wide review should be undertaken. Rating is
downgraded to Underperform from Neutral. Near term
earnings forecast have been cut, but on assumed
higher premiums in the longer term, target rises to
$8.20 from $6.90. 

Earnings forecast 

Listed below are the companies that have had their
forecast current year earnings raised or lowered by
the brokers last week. The qualification is that the
stock must be covered by at least two brokers. The
table shows the previous forecast on an earnings per
share basis, the new forecast, and the percentage
change. 
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The above was compiled from reports on FNArena.
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven
major Australian and international stockbrokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans,
Ord Minnett and UBS. Important: This content has
been prepared without taking account of the
objectives, financial situation or needs of
any particular individual. It does not constitute formal
advice. Consider the appropriateness of the
information in regard to your circumstances. 
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